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OPINION AND ORDER

The respondent appeals a decision by the

Administrative Law Judge finding that the claimant proved by

a preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a

compensable injury on July 24, 2009.  Based upon our de novo

review of the record, we find that the decision of the

Administrative Law Judge must be affirmed in part and

modified in part.  We affirm the finding that the claimant
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proved by a preponderance of the evidence that he sustained

a compensable injury on July 24, 2009.  However, we modify

the finding that the claimant is entitled to a 10% permanent

anatomical impairment for the claimant's subsequent neck

surgery.  In our opinion, the claimant's compensable injury

resulted in a 1% permanent anatomical impairment rating.

The claimant worked for the respondent employer as

a firefighter.  He started working for the respondent

employer on May 1, 1989, and continued in the employment

until his retirement on July 31, 2009 after twenty years.

The claimant previously suffered a compensable

cervical injury on December 20, 2006, which resulted in the

claimant undergoing two surgeries.  The last surgery

performed was a fusion. Both of these surgeries addressed

the same disc level in the claimant’s cervical spine, C5-C6.

The surgeries were performed in 2007 and 2008 by Dr. Robert

Abraham.  The claimant was ultimately assessed with an 11%

permanent anatomical impairment rating and was released to

return to work on light duty. The claimant continued to see

Dr. Abraham in follow-up visits.

The claimant was involved in a car accident on

July 24, 2009.  The respondent paid for the claimant’s
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initial visit to Hilltop First Care following the accident.

The respondent initially characterized the claimant’s July

24, 2009, accident as a “medical only” claim, but later

controverted the compensability of it in its entirety. 

At the time of the accident, the claimant had

already submitted his retirement paperwork.  He left the

Fire Department on July 31, 2009.  The claimant testified

that at the time of the accident he was stopped waiting to

make a turn onto Johnson Avenue. The claimant was driving a

Ford F-150 that belonged to the Fire Department. The

claimant explained that the other driver, who caused the

accident, was approximately twenty feet in front of him

driving a large extended cab Ford truck with a steel trailer

hitch on the back.  The other driver, Mr. Wright, was an

elderly gentleman.  The claimant testified as:

I pulled up and Mr. Wright was in front
of me; that was the occupant of the
vehicle. He was in front of me waiting
to get out on Stadium, and then, he was
pulled up a little farther than what
people normally do.

So, I stayed back and sitting there
waiting to get out on -- for him to get
out on Johnson and there was a -- the
light turned green down there at Stadium
and where Johnson meet, and a big wad of
traffic come and I guess, it scared him
and he threw it in reverse and hammered
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on the gas and when he come back, it
just (witness pounding his fists) hit me
hard. And I mean, it jerked me around
pretty good. I mean, traveling twenty
feet and whenever you mash the gas, it
hits pretty hard.

The claimant testified that he sustained a “good

jolt” in the accident.  The accident report reflects that

while Mr. Wright’s vehicle sustained only about a hundred

dollars in damage, the fire department vehicle driven by the

claimant incurred a thousand dollars in damage. The claimant

offered that it was his belief that his vehicle was hit by

the trailer hitch of the other vehicle.

The claimant had on his seat belt at the time of

the accident and testified:

When I seen him pull it down into
reverse, I turned loose with this hand
to grab mine and put it in reverse, but
I didn’t have time, that’s when it hit,
and it jerked me forward, but at the
same time the belt caught and caused me
to twist, and it -- 

-- it made my head bend and twist and
the shoulder belt did what it was
supposed to.

The claimant sought medical treatment from the

respondent’s physician at Hilltop First Care, where x-rays

were obtained. The claimant was also continuing to follow up

with Dr. Abraham in connection with his December 20, 2006,
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compensable injury.  The claimant attended an appointment

which was already scheduled for July 24, 2009. 

The evidence demonstrates that the claimant

underwent diagnostic testing, to include an MRI, at NEA

Baptist Clinic on April 15, 2009, three months before the

accident. The diagnostic study disclosed the plate and

screws put in place at C5-C6 during the claimant’s fusion

surgery and also showed a probable tiny central disc

herniation and mild right paracentral disk bulging with mild

right foraminal narrowing at the C6-C7 level.

The claimant underwent another cervical MRI

following the July 24, 2009, motor vehicle accident once the

pain became increasingly severe. The November 8, 2010, MRI

disclosed regarding the C6-C7 disc, a new large right-sided

disk herniation. The claimant underwent surgery under the

care of Dr. Abraham on November 16, 2010. Following the

surgery, Dr. Abraham assessed the claimant with an 18%

permanent anatomical impairment rating to the body as a

whole.  Dr. Abraham also decreased the amount of weight that

the claimant could lift from 50 pounds to 35 to 40 pounds.

In his April 1, 2011, report, Dr. Abraham opined that the

claimant’s prior cervical spine injuries rendered him more
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susceptible to additional injuries.

In mid-February 2011, the claimant moved to Texas,

and is now employed as a security guard at Sea World in San

Antonio, Texas. The claimant noted his job responsibilities

as keeping check on the animals and the buildings of the

facility. The claimant works at night, and both walks and

uses a golf cart in the discharge of his job duties as a

security guard at Sea World.  He still has a little pain for

which he has to go back to the doctor for follow-up

treatment.  The testimony of the claimant reflects that the

range of motion in his cervical spine is limited in all

directions. The claimant does not take prescription

medication.  

The claimant testified that following the second

cervical surgery he was as close to normal as what he had

felt in a couple of years.  However, after the July

incident, the claimant testified that the pain started

coming back a little at a time.

After leaving the Fire Department, the claimant

started a lawn mower repair business primarily performing

minor repairs on small engines.  The claimant’s workshop was

located in his garage. The claimant ordered a pneumatic lawn
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mower lift specifically for lifting lawn mowers.  The

claimant added a winch so that he would not have to lift

anything as he repaired lawn mowers. The claimant’s

testimony reflects that he did not do anything at work in

his lawn mower repair shop of a strenuous nature and that he

abided by the 50-pound lifting restriction of Dr. Abraham.

The claimant closed his lawn mower repair business

due to a lack of business.  Thereafter, the claimant was

employed by Cavenaugh Ford as a car salesman.  The claimant

remained employed by Cavenaugh Ford from July 2010 until

January 2011. The claimant denies doing anything after July

24, 2009, that injured his neck.

The claimant worked for Cavenaugh Ford until his

November 16, 2010, surgery by Dr. Abraham. The claimant

returned to work for Cavenaugh Ford on January 3, 2011, and

continued working until February of 2011.

The testimony of Dr. Robert Abraham, a Jonesboro

neurosurgeon, was obtained via deposition on June 10, 2011.

The testimony of Dr. Abraham reflects that he performed

surgery on the claimant in December 2007 at the C5-C6 disc

level. In November 2008, the claimant  underwent a second

surgery under the care of Dr. Abraham for a recurrence of a
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disc herniation at C5-C6.

Following the November 2008, surgery, the claimant

was seen in follow-up by Dr. Abraham in December 2008, and

on April 6, 2009. Regarding the April 6, 2009, visit of the

claimant, Dr. Abraham testified:

He had a, he was continuing to have some
pain in his neck and also some leg pain. So we got a scan of
his lower back. And his neck.

Dr. Abraham continued, regarding the claimant’s

residual complaints/symptoms following the second surgical

procedure:

You can still have some pain after
surgery. That’s not an unusual thing.
But most of the times the patient’s pain
should be such that they can still
function pretty well.

Dr. Abraham noted that although the claimant had symptoms,

he was still able to function.

The claimant was seen by Dr. Jeffrey Barber on

July 24, 2009, following the motor vehicle accident of the

same date.  Dr. Abraham reviewed this report and stated:

This appears to be just a physician’s
injury and treatment, report of injury
and treatment. And it just tells of the
accident. The patient was in a truck,
sitting at a stop sign; and the vehicle
in front of him backed up into his
truck.
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Dr. Abraham noted, based on the report of Dr.

Barber, the claimant registered complaints of right side of

neck and mid neck pain and headache, as well as tightness in

the lower neck. Dr. Abraham offered that the type of

complaints would be consistent with the type of motor

vehicle accident described by the claimant.  As to anything

in the report that would suggest damage to the surgery he

had performed, Dr. Abraham testified:

His x rays revealed a fusion at C-5, 6;
loss of cervical lordosis. 

Following the April 2009, visit, the claimant was

not seen by Dr. Abraham until October 22, 2009.  This visit

was a scheduled six-month follow-up for the November 2008

surgery.  Office notes from that visit reflect:

Still having some left arm and left leg
numbness. Left arm pain.  Says it hurts
worse when he’s laying down. He had x
rays on his neck done on 7/24/09 after a
MVA. Presented to Urgent Care on Stadium
at that time. Says he’s having some neck
pain and soreness at that time. and
that’s basically all the HPI says.

The claimant requested a refill of his Soma, a muscle

relaxer used to treat muscle spasms.

On April 19, 2010, the claimant was again seen by

Dr. Abraham for his six month followup.  The claimant
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relayed that he was still having some neck pain and

stiffness. Dr. Abraham testified:

He could have some of that, you know.
Hopefully you would not, but you can
still have some.

The claimant had retired from the Fire Department

and set up shop repairing small engines. Dr. Abraham offered

the following regarding his understanding of the claimant’s

business:

Basically he told me he didn’t lift very
much. Used a, when he did use like for
doing lawnmowers and things like that he
had equipment to lift it up to a bench
height so that he wouldn’t have to do a
lot of heavy lifting.

The office note reflects that the claimant did

have minimal spasm in the left trapezius area.

The claimant was next seen on October 18, 2010, by

Dr. Abraham for a six month follow-up visit. The claimant

relayed complaints of neck pain and right arm pain which had

increased within the last two months. Dr. Abraham testified

that this did not necessarily suggest that an episode had

taken place to cause the increase in pain. In addition to

complaints of constant pain in the midline of his posterior

neck radiating down to his mid thoracic spine into his right

shoulder, the claimant also complained of shocking pains.
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Dr. Abraham offered that the shocking pain down the

claimant’s right arm meant that he may have some stimulation

of the nerve root.

As to whether the symptoms could be attributable

to the degenerative condition in the claimant’s

neck, Dr. Abraham offered:

It’s possible; but usually, you know, if
you’re going to have a change like that
it’s usually due to something else other
than just degeneration.

The claimant was seen by Dr. Abraham on November

8, 2010, following a cervical MRI scan.  Dr. Abraham

explained that the MRI was prompted by the claimant’s

symptomatology -- having more arm pain and the shocking

sensations that he was experiencing.  The MRI disclosed a 

C6-C7 right herniated disc, which was a different location

from the clamant’s previous surgeries. Dr. Abraham discussed

the relationship between a prior surgical site and the

development of a herniated disc at the adjacent site:

Kind of a lower neurosurgery spine
surgeon spiel, like, you know, if you
fuse one, fuse one level, than the two
adjacent levels are at more jeopardy
for developing difficulties.

The adjacent levels just basically have
to, especially with
movement, activity and everything, you
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have more, more stresses at
those levels after you’ve had a fusion.
(RX #1, p. 13-14).

Dr. Abraham elaborated, regarding a possible nexus between

the fusion and a subsequent disc herniation at an adjacent

site:

I’m not sure just having a fusion would
do that. It would, but you’d probably
have some magnification of events. If
you have an incident occur. You know,
it may make you more susceptible for
something going on here.

Any, any, any little thing that would
cause him difficulties.

 
Dr. Abraham eventually performed surgery on the

C6-C7 level.

In correspondence dated February 23, 2011, Dr.

Abraham stated that the claimant’s July 24, 2009, motor

vehicle accident could be related to his need for surgery on

November 16, 2010. In reconciling a subsequent opinion

reflecting that the July 24, 2009, accident was the likely

cause for the claimant’s C6-C7 disc heriniation, with his

assessment regarding the susceptible of adjacent disks to

additional injury, Dr. Abraham responded:

Well, might be, likely, you know, it’s
more a matter of semantics than
anything else. You know, so far as what
actually caused it, I don’t
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know.

Dr. Abraham testified regarding the role of the July 24,

2009, motor vehicle accident in the claimant’s subsequent

herniation and surgery:

A motor vehicle accident could cause
it. You know, if he doesn’t have
anything else that, that, any other
injuries or falls or anything else,
then that could be, you know, the
most likely cause. I’m not sure.

Dr. Abraham noted that he has performed three

surgical procedures on the claimant and found him to be an

accurate historian.  Regarding the findings on the April 15,

2009 cervical MRI, Dr. Abraham testified:

C-6, 7 probably tiny disc herniation
with mild right paracentral
bulging of the right neuro foramina.

Dr. Abraham noted that there was nothing of a surgical

concern at that point.  The motor vehicle accident occurred

on July 24, 2009, three months following the April 15, 2009,

cervical MRI.  When the claimant returned to Dr. Abraham and

underwent another cervical MRI on November 8, 2010,

following an increase in symptoms during two successive six-

month follow-ups, Dr. Abraham stated:

C-6, 7 there’s a new large right sided
disc herniation which flattens
the right side of the cord and causes
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severe lateral recessed stenosis.

With respect to his opinion that the July 24, 2009, motor

vehicle accident is the likely cause for the claimant’s C6-

C7 disc injury, Dr. Abraham testified:

Well, that’s the only thing that I have
in my history and everything
that shows any, any kind of, you know,
trauma. Be it major trauma
or something that could be said it’s
minor; that’s all.

Dr. Abraham assessed the claimant with an 18% permanent

anatomical impairment rating. 

Ark. Code. Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(A)(i)(Supp. 2009)

defines a compensable injury as:

[a]n accidental injury causing internal
or external physical harm to the
body... arising out of and in the
course of employment and which requires
medical services for results in
disability or death. An injury is
“accidental” only if it is caused by a
specific incident and is identifiable
by time and place of occurrence[.]

A compensable injury must be established by

medical evidence supported by objective findings. Ark. Code.

Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(D). “Objective findings” are those

findings which cannot come under the voluntary control of

the claimant. Ark. Code. Ann. § 11-9-102(16). Further the

employer takes an employee as he finds him. 
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The evidence demonstrates that the claimant

sustained an injury to his cervical spine on July 24, 2009.

The claimant was seen by a medical provider following the

July 24, 2009, motor vehicle accident.  He relayed

complaints of neck pain and stiffness.  The claimant was

already on a six-month follow-up schedule with his treating

neurosurgeon in connection with the December 20, 2006,

injury and subsequent surgeries. The claimant had been seen

in a six-month scheduled follow-up on April 23, 2009, and

had undergone a cervical MRI scan on April 15, 2009 -- three

months prior to the July 24, 2009, motor vehicle accident.

The claimant continued to register complaints of right neck

pain, stiffness and right arm pain following the July 24,

2009, motor vehicle accident. The claimant’s symptoms

progressively worsened to the point that another cervical

MRI was obtained on November 8, 2010, which disclosed a new

herniated disc at C6-C7. Pursuant to the recommendation of

Dr. Abraham, the claimant underwent surgery on November 16,

2010. The claimant received relief from some of his symptoms

following the surgery.

After considering the evidence, we find that the

claimant proved by a preponderance of the evidence that he
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sustained a compensable injury on July 24, 2009, which is

supported by objective medical finding and for which he

required surgery on November 16, 2010.  The claimant has

further proved that the medical treatment he has received to

date was reasonable and necessary in connection with his

compensable injury.

Temporary total disability for unscheduled

injuries is that period within the healing period

in which the claimant suffers a total incapacity to earn

wages.  Arkansas State Highway & Transportation Department

v. Breshears, 272 Ark. 244, 613 S.W.2d 392 (1981).  The

healing period is that period for healing of an injury which

continues until the claimant is as far restored

as the permanent character of the injury will permit. Id. If

the underlying condition causing the disability has become

more stable and if nothing further in the way of treatment

will improve that condition, the healing period has ended.

Nix v. Wilson World Hotel, 46 Ark. App. 303, 897

S.W.2d 457 (1994).  Whether an employee’s healing period has

ended is a factual determination to be made by the

Commission.  Ketcher Roofing Co. v. Johnson, 50 Ark. App.

63, 901 S.W.2d 25 (1995).
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In the present claim, the claimant was employed as

a car salesman until he underwent the November 16, 2010,

cervical disc surgery. The claimant remained off work

recuperating from his November 16, 2010, surgery until

January 3, 2011. The evidence demonstrates that he

remained within his healing period and totally incapacitated

from engaging in gainful employment from November 16, 2010,

through January 3, 2011, as a result of the July 24, 2009,

compensable injury and subsequent surgery. Accordingly, we

find that the claimant is entitled to temporary total

disability benefits for the period November 16, 2010 through

January 3, 2011. 

Injured workers bear the burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that they are entitled to an

award for a permanent physical impairment. Moreover, it is

the duty of this Commission to determine whether any

permanent anatomical impairment resulted from the injury,

and, if it is determined that such an impairment did occur,

the Commission has a duty to determine the precise degree of

anatomical loss of use. Johnson v. General Dynamics, 46 Ark.

App. 188, 878 S.W.2d 411 (1994); Crow v. Weyerhaeuser Co.,

46 Ark. App. 295, 880 S.W.2d 320 (1994). Physical
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impairments occur when an anatomical or physiological

abnormality permanently limits the ability of the worker to

effectively use part of the body or the body as a whole.

Consequently, an injured worker must prove that the work-

related injury resulted in a physical abnormality which

limits the ability of the worker to effectively use part of

the body or the body as a whole. Therefore, in considering

such claims, the Commission must first determine whether the

evidence shows the presence of an abnormality which could

reasonably be expected to produce the permanent physical

impairment alleged by the injured worker. Crow, supra.

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-704(c)(1) (Supp. 2009)

provides that “[a]ny determination of the existence or

extent of physical impairment shall be supported by

objective and measurable physical or mental findings.” 

Objective findings are those findings which cannot come

under the voluntary control of the patient. Ark. Code Ann. §

11-9-102(16)(A)(i)(Supp. 2009). The Commission cannot

consider complaints of pain when determining physical or

anatomical impairment. Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

102(16)(A)(ii)(a). Furthermore, for the purpose of making

physical or anatomical impairment ratings to the spine,
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straight-leg raising tests or range-of-motion tests shall

not be considered objective findings. Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

102(16)(A)(ii)(b). With regard to the medical findings other

than those which are specifically precluded from being

considered objective, a medical finding may be considered

objective only if it is the result of a diagnostic procedure

which does not come under the voluntary control of the

patient. Department of Parks & Tourism v. Helms, 60 Ark.

App. 110, 959 S.W.2d 749 (1998).

Furthermore, Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-522(g) provides

that the Commission shall adopt an impairment rating guide

to be used in the assessment of anatomical impairment and

specifically provides the guide shall not include pain as a

basis for the impairment.  In compliance with this statutory

mandate, the Commission adopted The AMA Guides to the

Evaluation of Permanent Impairment, Fourth Edition with the

enactment of Commission Rule 34.  Rule 34 specifically

states: 

That The Guides are adopted "exclusive
at any section which refer to pain and
exclusive of straight leg raising tests
or range of motion tests when making
physical or anatomical impairment
ratings to the spine."

The claimant’s compensable injury required
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surgical fusion in the lumbar spine.  Therefore, Table

75(IV) is the appropriate section of The AMA Guides to the

Evaluation of Permanent Impairments, Fourth Edition for

assessing a permanent impairment.  As noted above, the

claimant underwent two previous fusion surgeries at another

level in his lumbar spine.  

Pursuant to Table 75 (IV)(E)(2), a third or

subsequent operation results in a permanent anatomical

impairment rating of 1% per operation.  The claimant had

previously received an 11% permanent impairment for two

earlier operations.  The claimant's compensable injury

resulted in a third or subsequent operation.  In accordance

with the AMA Guides, we find that the claimant is entitled

to a 1% permanent anatomical impairment rating for his

November 2010 surgery.  Therefore, we hereby affirm as

modified the decision of the Administrative Law Judge. 

All accrued benefits shall be paid in a lump sum

without discount and with interest thereon at the lawful

rate from the date of he Administrative Law Judge’s decision

in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-809 (Repl. 2002). 

For prevailing on this appeal before the Full Commission,

claimant’s attorney is hereby awarded an additional
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attorney’s fee in the amount of $500.00 in accordance with

Ark Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 2002).  

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                   
                             A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                                   
                   KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

                                   
    PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


